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long before the tune of Confucius they were
collected and given form at some time late in
the 3rd cent bo and their authorship attributed
to Lao t2e It la entirely possible that no such
person ever existed (unlike Confucius who
certainly did) but if there were such a man he
appears to have used a pseudonym since Lao
is not a surname but an adjective meaning
old and it was customary to attribute im
porbant works to old men on account of their
supposed wisdom. Lao tze simply means
the old philosopher and although the Tao
ts-Aing is one of the most remaAable and in
structive books ever written it is as anonymous
aa the Border Ballads
It is apparent that the religion learned both
from the ancient Chinese mystics and from
Brabinanism Tao the Way is impalpable
invisible and incapable of being expressed in
word« But it can be attained by virtue by
compassion humility and non violence Out
of weakness comes true strength whereas violence
is not only wrong but defeats its own ends
There is no personal God and such gods as men
imagine are mere emanations of Tao which
gives life to all things Tao is Being Worl s
are worthless and internal renunciation is far
better than anything that follows from the
use of force because passive resistance con
vinces the other from within that he is in error
whereas violence only compels the external ap
pearanee of conviction whilst inwardly the in
dividual is as before It is wealth to be con
tent it is wilful to force one s way on others
Later Lao tze became a divinity and indeed
one of a Trinity each worshipped in the form of
idols (which the founder had hated) Soon there
was worship of the forces of nature the stars
the tides, the sun and moon and a thousand
other deities among whom Confucius was one
The purest mysticism and wisdom had been
utterly corrupted by contact with the world
Telepathy and Clairvoyance Telepathy is the
alleged conununication between one mind and
another other than through the ordinary sense
channels Clairvoyance is the supposed faculty
of seeing objects or events which by reason
of space and time or other causes are not
discernible through the ordinary sense of
vision. Such claims have been made from tune
immemorial but it was not until this century
that the phenomena were investigated scien
tlfically The first studies were undertaken by
the Society for Psychical Research which was
founded in 1882 with Professor Henry bidgwick
as its first president Since then it has carried
out a scholarly programme of research without
—m accordance with its constitution—coming
to any corporate conclusions In America the
centre of this research was the Parapsychology
Laboratory at Duke University (see Para
psychology) where at one time it was claimed
clear scientific evidence for extra sensory per
caption (ESP) had been obtained These
claims were treated with great reservation by
the majority of scientists and to Jay there is a
sharply decreasing scientific interest m the field
Theism    See God and Man.
Theosophy (Sanskrit Bicthma ViHya = divine
wisdom) a system of thought that draws on the
mystical teachings of those who assert the
spiritual nature of the universe and the divine
nature of man It insists that man is capable
of intuitive insight into the nature of God The
•way to wisdom or self knowledge is through
the practice of Yoga (sv) Theosonhy has
close connections with Indian thought through
Vedic Buddhist and Brahmanist literature
The modern Theosophical Society was founded
byMmeH P Blavatsky and others in 1875 and
popularised by Mrs Annie Besant
Tractarianism, a Catholic revival movement
also known as the Oxford Movement (not to be
confused with the so called Oxford Group)
which had Its beginnings at Oxford m 1833
The leaders Included the Oxford high churchmen
E B Pusey 3 Keble and J H. Newman.
Throtigh tfie Tracts for ffie Times (1833-41) _
series of pamphlets which were sent to every
parsonage in England, they sought to expose
the dangers which they considered to be threat
ening the church from secular authority The
immediate cause of the movement was the
 Eeform Act (1882) which meant that the state
was no longer m the safe keeping of Tones and
Churchmen but that power was falhnt into the
hands of Liberals and Dissenters Jhey
advocated a higher degree of ceremonial m
worship nearer the Eoman communion In
Tract 90 (the last) Newman showed how the
Unrtynine Articles themselves which were
regarded as the bulwark of Protestantism could
be made to square with Eoman doctrine It
was obvious which direction the movement was
taking and the romanisang tendency was widely
resented In 1846 Newman went ovt,r to Borne
Pusey and Keble persisted in their efforts to
secure recognition of Catholic liturgy and
doctrine in the Anglican Church Catholicism
of the Anglican type (» e Catholic m ritual
ceremony and everything save submission to
the Pope) is termed Anglo Catholicism to v )
Transmigration oJ Souls See Immortality
Buddhism Hinduism
toansnbstantiation the conversion m the Eucharist
of the bread and wine into the body and blood
of Christ—a doctrine of the Eoman Catholic
Church
Tiotskyism a form of communism supporting the
views of Leon Trotsky the assumed name of
Lev Bronstein (1879-1940) who m 1924 was
ousted from power by Stalin and later exiled
and assassinated m Mexico Trotsky held that
excessive Eussian nationalism was incompatible
with genuine international communifim and that
Stahn was concentrating on the economic
development of the Soviet Union to an extent
which could only lead to a bureaucratic state
with a purely nationalist outlook After
the Hungarian uprising in 1956 which was
ruthlessly suppressed by the Soviet Armed
Forces a wave of resignations from Western
Communist parties took place many of the
dissident elements taking to Trotskyism in its
place
u
Underground the name given to an increasingly
•vtell organised group mainly composed of
young people university students etc which
propagates anti establishment and often highly
controversial views Its history and to some
extent its aims are obscure but it is a force of
increasing power in Western society and its
evolution is wori/h watching with care The
1960s have been years of great metamorphosis
m Europe and America with rapid changes
taMng place in our attitudes to war and peace
to sex and morals to marriage and family to
church and state 3?or large sections of the
population these changes have been too rapid and
too radical by far but for others they have been
too slow In particular the liberalisation of the
law on the so called soft drugs notably
marijuana is advocated by a vocal and increas
ing minority of joung people The expression
of then- views has been finding outlet in maga
zines and newspapers privately published and
printed which reach a wide circulation despite
the disinclination of many newsagents to stock
them These publications while frequently
containing material of an obscene and to manv
people highly offensive nature also contain
articles features and poems by writers of re
pute many of whom contribute regulaily to
more orthodox publications and yet are sym
pathetic to the underground cause The
word underground here incidentally refers
back: to the underground press that pub
lished revolutionary material at great risk in
Nazi occupied territories during the last war
With the exception of the risque magazine
Pnvate live which is largely concerned with acid
political satire the first of the genuine tinder
ground newsheets was the International Times
(IT) which was followed In due course by On and
Solhng Stone All three papers axe strongly
anarchistic in flavour uneven in literary merit
openly in favour of legalising marijuana
( pot ) and generally quite scandalous to the
middle class and middle aged This is, not the
place to argue the pros and cons of the under

